


ABOUT AAKRITI



This is a solo event . You are supposed to enact the antics of 
the celebrity given to you on the spot. Mock interview of 
your character will be conducted. You are required to think 
on your feet and perform your best under the given stressful 
environment. Are you ready for this nerve-racking event ? 

If you are passionate about sketching and if that helps to 
bring the creativity out in you then Graphite Glider is the 
event for you. You are required to put down your imagination 
on the paper and express your view of art. This is a solo event. 

CULTURAL EVENTS



Brush Attack is a solo event. Human face will be your 
canvas, transform it and  make people stare in awe ! 
The theme of this event is Save Environment. We are 
certain you will enjoy doodling on your friends' faces. 

Life is better when you dance and with Aaja 
Nachle we are providing you a platform to show 
us all your dance moves. Express your emotions 
by igniting the flame of passion in you. Come 
Dance. 

CULTURAL EVENTS



When you can't express it in words, say it with Rangoli. 
Join your dots of imagination and we assure you that you 
will enjoy taking part in it. 

Team up and make an impact. Let your actions 
speak louder than words. 

CULTURAL EVENTS



Those who wish to sing, always find a song. If 
you have that song which you think will strike 
the right chords and will make its way through 
the audience's heart then here's a chance for 
you. Come participate in Sargam and let your 
soul sing. 

This one's a classic family and friends entertainer game. You 
are required to form a team of two and while one enacts ,the 
other has to guess it. Simple as it sounds but of course with 
some amazing twists planned by the coordinators of this 
game. We  are sure this one’s going to be a delight to play.

CULTURAL EVENTS



Happiness is finding your perfect dance partner 
and if you have found one then let us watch you 
sway to music with Taal se Taal. 

Because two are better than one. Harmonize with your singing 
partner and fascinate us with your singing. Create symphonies like 
never before.

CULTURAL EVENTS



Symphony , a spoken parlor game played in India. Each 
contestant sings the first verse of a song that begins 
with the consonant on which the previous contestant's 
song selection ended. Brace yourself, this game consists 
of various rounds where the participants have to quickly 
guess the names of the movies, celebs and singers. This 
is a team event and we are sure you are going to enjoy 
paparticipating in this. 

Be crazy as you can, selling your product is your 
sole aim. In Ballyhoo, a team of students can create 
a marketing plan including creating a full-fledged 
campaign of their product or service. You can act 
out a TV/radio script or simply present your act. Go 
advertise !!!

CULTURAL EVENTS



Fashion can do a lot. Fashion is very popular, so it can help 
broadcast a message and reach a new generation. Design 
the best outfits and leave your mark. This is a solo event and 
the theme is Nature Inspired Fashion. You have to create 
your designs on paper and present them creatively. 

Mime is the art of demonstrating an action with an 
object that doesn't exist. Silent theatrical event in 
which participants will use the technique of expressing 
an idea, mood, or portraying a story or series of the 
event entirely by using gestures and body movements 
without the use of words! The theme for the event is 
Social Awareness. 

CULTURAL EVENTS



Stories come to life when they get a chance to get on 
screen. So, feel free and bring out the creative geek 
in you by combining your pieces of ideas and make it 
happen in real life. 

CULTURAL EVENTS

Eat-o-Meter is a competitive eating or speed eating 
competition in which participants compete against 
each other to eat large quantities of food, in a short time 
period. If you are a foodie and have a great appetite 
then you must participate in this. 



 “What’s Cooking” is cooking without fire. If you consider 
yourself as the masterchef of your college and got good 
taste buds then this is the event for you.  This is a team 
event, therefore team up with the best chefs among 
your peers and explore the foodie. 

Photography is blending the right amount of light, 
colour and tones into a single frame. Such talents are 
rare and need to be encouraged. So why not showcase 
your photography skills in this Aakriti? 

CULTURAL EVENTS



True things never leave you alone in life. And so did 
BGMI, it struggled a lot but still came back for all its 
lovers. Now bring in your squad and get that chicken 
dinner!!!

Participants will be able to taste the sweet victory if 
he / she solves the cube in the shortest time using 
various formulas and algorithms. The one who takes 
less time to solve the cube will be the winner. 

   GAMING EVENTS

It’s an adventurous game where participants will attempt to 
find something that has been hidden, using written directions 
or clues.



   GAMING EVENTS

Hungry for some Radianite?? Get your familia & let’s 
get the party started!! 

A champion is afraid of losing, everyone else is afraid 
of winning. Get your gully gang and prove that you 
are the champion.

Lagori is an ultimate stacking game. Knock the stones 
to knock your opponents out. The team to stand top 
on the victory board wins the stacking game.



   GAMING EVENTS

One Shot, one kill
No luck, Pure skill 
Get your five-man team & show your will!

Chess is about making strong moves and sticking by them 
which requires thought, tactical strategy and observation. 
Good positions don’t win games, good moves do! Come & 
Show us your moves!

Penalty shoot is a parent game of football, which only 
consists of penalties, in which the player shoots the ball 
on target to score a goal.



Pull your way to victory.... Show your opponents the 
strength of your team.

   GAMING EVENTS

It is played with guns that emit infrared beams. Infrared 
sensitive sensors which are integrated into jackets are 
worn by each player. The game will comprise of two teams 
and each team will try to knock out the opponent by firing 
on their respective sensors. 



If you are a Bollywood geek and a spend hours on Netflix 
binge watching series and the enjoy giving out spoilers, 
Filmy Quiz is the event you must participate in. Team up 
with your favourite friend and participate to win.

When words fail to explain,Visuals come into picture.
Get creative and pour down your ideas on to a paper.

Team up for a pop quiz,let the best pair win.

LITERATURE EVENTS



Too much agreement kills a chat so why not agree 
to disagree and win? See you at the event…

If you are interested in word building and word 
making then,this is a perfect opportunity for you.

If you are a chatterbox,here is the perfect chance to 
win.Looking forward to have you on our campus.

LITERATURE EVENTS



Your team will be LED to problems you can’t 
RESIST to solve. Rig up the circuits to win.

Technosis is a technical event having a team of 2 
members where an exchange of ideas and thought 
takes place with the help of paper presentation.

TECHNICAL EVENTS

Bring your Project Team to our campus and 
explain your project based on the given topic.



Robo Soccer is a robo sport, where a team of 2 to 4 
members build a bot machine to compete against 
other team in a variation of the game of soccer.

Design a bot that can sustain over different terrains and  
intermediate obstacles. Reach the finish line as fast as you 
can. The bot which completes the track in minimum time 
will be the winner.

TECHNICAL EVENTS



Project Expo Hardware is a technical event in 
which the participants demonstrate their 
project on the day.

Hey there smarty pants! Team up with your best mate 
and rack your brains to code  your way out of the problem 
statements.

TECHNICAL EVENTS



Find all the pesky bugs in the code as fast 
as you can!!

Build yourself a team and get your skilled hands 
to design, program and build a bot that will pull 
another bot when connected with a string in a 
tug of war contest across a center line. Sounds 
fun isn’t it?

TECHNICAL EVENTS



Put your skills into use to design a 
phenomenal model using CAD.

TECHNICAL EVENTS

Team up to build a bot that follows black lines on a 
white background and  reach the finish line and 
win.



BATTLEOFOFBATTLE
BANDSBANDS

The “Battle of the Bands” is a resplendent 
musical band event in which the best 
bands of various colleges compete among 
themselves to emerge as the best band. 
This is a team event and 2 teams from each 
college are allowed.

Co-ordinator:
Vaishnavi : 8088126806



Comicstaan is a stand-up comedy competition. The concept is simple – contestants participate for 
the top spot in stand-up comedy. Aspiring comedians compete to see who will be the future of 
funny. This is a solo event. If your business is to make people laugh then get down to your business.

Co-ordinator
Sajani-6360379849



Group



Co-ordinator:
Nishant Sapalya 9561042484

Meraki is a fashion show event representing the ethnic / traditional 
outfits. Participants will have flexibility about how they want to 
represent themselves. This is a solo event with 3 rounds each. 

MERAKI
TRADITIONAL FASHION SHOW 



DON’T UNDERESTIMATE THE 
POW ER OF YOUR NETW ORK!

The participants will have to present their idea of the products using presentations and videos and any 
other interactive way they want to use, in front of the sharks. The sharks will then cross-question the 
participants about the product and strategies. This is a team event and the team can have up to 4 
people. You're not an entrepreneur,  you're a want-repreneur !!

Co-ordinator
Shreya Pai : 9110696508



dance
 off

 #Dance till your feet hurt!

dance
 off

Co-ordinator
Suraj :  8217572870

Dance off (step up) is a dance competition where dancers get on the street 

and compete against each other in rounds, until a winner is declared. This is 

one on one dance battle with a tournament format which will consist of 3 

rounds. Dancer with the maximum points will be declared as the winner. 



AUTO EXPOAUTO EXPO
VIJETH KOTIAN  9663671447
NISHANTH K  6282784768

ADITYA BHANDARY  9980670477 NISHITH RAI M  9901401918

 Co-ordinators

 Co-ordinators



Social-technical event with a team of four or less  that brings in all the interested people 
together from hardware and software to  build a new working project. Here you and your 
team will be given an opportunity to construct a cool and innovative project in 24 hours!

H a c k  f o r  H u m a n i t y
H  CK  THON

Social-technical event with a team of four or less  that brings in all the interested people 
together from hardware and software to  build a new working project. Here you and your 
team will be given an opportunity to construct a cool and innovative project in 24 hours!

Social-technical event with a team of four or less  that brings in all the interested people 
together from hardware and software to  build a new working project. Here you and your 
team will be given an opportunity to construct a cool and innovative project in 24 hours!

Social-technical event with a team of four or less  that brings in all the interested people 
together from hardware and software to  build a new working project. Here you and your 
team will be given an opportunity to construct a cool and innovative project in 24 hours!

Social-technical event with a team of four or less  that brings in all the interested people 
together from hardware and software to  build a new working project. Here you and your 
team will be given an opportunity to construct a cool and innovative project in 24 hours!

^ ^
Event Co-ordinators

Hrithikesh V M- 9847140025
Ashwin K- 9449571932

Sandesh – 9449036453
Udith Bekal – 7760522832



REGISTRATION

SCAN HERE
TO REGISTER 



GENERAL RULES



ABOUT OUR COLLEGE



OUR INSTITUTIONS



CORE COMMITTEE

MR. DHANANJAYA B
Chief Co-ordinator

djshaders@canaraengineering.in

+91 9739866828

MR. NAVEEN KALAL
Chief Co-ordinator

naveen.kalal@canaraengineering.in

+91 9845739063

MR.VAYUSUTHA M
Asst. Co-ordinator

vayusutha@canaraengineering.in

+91 9945493804

MRS. ASHWINI K G
Asst. Co-ordinator

ashwini_shenoy@canaraengineering.in

+91 8095104125

VIPIN RAO
Chief Student Co-ordinator 
vipinrao2022@gmail.com

+91 7411057158

PRATHVIK P
Technical Co-ordinator
prathvikp14@gmail.com

+91 7259923087

BHARATH KAMATH  
Cultural Co-ordinator

bharathkamath102000@gmail.com

+91 7349349318

PRASAD PAI
Student Co-ordinator 

karopadyprasadpai@gmail.com
+91 9108082545

DARSHAN SHENOY
Sports Co-ordinator

darshanshenoy28@gmail.com

+91  7349435165

ADITHYA M MALLYA
Student Co-ordinator 
adi51660@gmail.com

+91 7892790744



REACH US
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